Intramolecular electronic energy transfer in peptides carrying naphthalene and protoporphyrin molecules: a spectroscopic and conformational statistics investigation.
Short linear peptides, carrying an AA spacer in the backbone chain (AA = Aib or Ala), and naphthalene (N) and protoporphyrin IX (P) covalently bound to epsilon-amino groups of lysine side chains, were synthesized. The general formula is Boc-Leu-Leu-Lys(P)-(AA)n-Leu-Leu-Lys(N)-OtBu, with n = 0-2. The photophysical behavior of these compounds was investigated in water/methanol 75/25 (v/v) solution by steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence experiments. Quenching of excited naphthyl chromophore takes place by electronic energy transfer to the porphyrin ground state, and proceeds on a time scale of 3-8 ns, while a minor and slower (approximately 45 ns) fluorescence lifetime measures the decay of the exciplexes. The results were compared with those earlier obtained with the P(Ala)nN peptides (n = 0-4) in methanol solution, showing that addition of water does not significantly alter the dynamic relaxation behavior of the systems investigated, but affects the dissipation mechanism of the energy transferred to P. Quenching efficiencies from both fluorescence intensity and fluorescence lifetime measurements follow a different trend as the number of AA units increases, depending on whether AA = Aib or Ala, indicating that there are differences in the structural features of the two series of peptides. Consistently, CD spectral results suggest that the former compounds attain ordered conformations, possibly of the 3(10)-helical type, while the latter populate alpha-helical structures to an extent depending on the chain length. The ir data in dilute CD3OD or CDCl3 solution confirm this conclusion in that there is an increased percentage of intramolecular H bonds in the P(Aib)nN as compared to the corresponding P(Ala)nN peptides. The photophysical results can be well described by a long-range dipole-dipole interaction model, provided the separation distances distribution and mutual orientation of N and P groups are taken into account. The need of using the angular relationships between the probes implies that interconversion among conformational substates of chromophores linkages is slow on the time scale of the transfer process, very likely because of both the amide bond in the linkages and the bulkiness of the donor-acceptor pair.